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Dtex
15 600

Width : 1,3 mm +28% versus FieldTurf 360

Thickness
360µ

Artificial turf at its finest
WhenWhen designing our new fibres, we use the best available material and equipment 
in the industry. . With FieldTurf 360XL, the result is a 100%-PE fibre made up from a 
unique polymer specifically designed for artificial turf, that gets its unequalled 
properties from extremely well designed molecular chains. Our fibre is also treated 
with additional UV and antioxidant pigments that help reduce the yarns surface 
temperature for improved player comfort.

Long lasting fibre 
OurOur 360XL yarn uses the best polymer available in the industry. Its 360
μ-thick-diamondshape geometry provides an unmatched durability. When tested 
on a Lisport wear machine, 360XL yarns can remain intact after 180 000 cycles 
(over 30 years simulated wear) while many other products available in the industry 
can’t stand the comparison and still meets the standards of FIFA 1 star system after 
40 000 Lisport cycles.

State-of-the-art resilience 
WWorried about ball roll and long term sporting performance?  We’ve got the 
solution – our most resilient fibre yet. It’s soft and comfortable for the athlete, but 
also ideal for long term ball roll and longevity. The 360thickness combined with the 
1.3mm width is the ultimate combination for player and facility manager.

Stunning look 
OurOur new FieldTurf 360XL yarn will give to your field a beautiful and natural 
grass-like look thanks to its geometry, as well as reduced infill dispersion.  The yarn 
is also anti-glare for improved TV coverage and viewing experience.

Increased thickness. Increased durability. Athlete Friendly. Beautiful looking. Our very own fibre engineers have done it again. 
We’ve taken our successful FieldTurf 360 yarn and made it even better – increasing its thickness and width – giving it a 15,600 dtex.

The application of the FieldTurf-exclusive PPG concept (Polymer, Process, Geometry) for the conception and extrusion  of this new yarn – using 
a very high quality polymer – allows FieldTurf to offer an extremely durable monofilament fibre, improving both density and aesthetics. It’s a 
perfect combination of softness and resilience, providing unmatched play conditions for the long run.

XL WIDTH.
XL PERFORMANCE.

FIELDTURF, A FIFA PREFERRED PRODUCER
The aim of the FIFA quality concept for artificial turf systems is to implement and oversee indus-
trial standards for the production and installation of artificial turf surfaces throughout the world. 
Its network of preferred producers also guarantees artificial turf surfaces always meet the most 
stringent quality, performance and safety standards in compliance with the final users’ needs.

Intact after
180 000 cycles
test carried by Labosport France

Certifications : FIFA, IRB, EN15-330 and NFP90-112     

Every client has different needs and FieldTurf 360 XL is custo-
mizable to your specific requirements with varying pile 
heights, densities, and shock pad options to meet various 
football, rugby and multi-sport criteria.

Let us design the perfect system for you.


